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eyes the ship was an empty city: a landscape of broken towers and plateaux brimming with snow, cocooned by a curtain of ice.

Locating the thieves required little effort. Picking their cautious way along the ship’s surface, each inelegant footstep was a thunder-strike in his ears. Protected from the weather by shaggy overcoats, eyes made beady and black by crude snow-goggles, they seemed to the hunter reminiscent of ancient primates: grizzled ape-things investigating a hulk from the stars. He, then, was a demigod hunting monkeys.

The fools. The thieves.

They had taken it.

The hunter needed no torch. The remaining two, he saw, carried the group’s prize: a sheet of shrapnel forming an improvised stretcher, piled high with plunder. Useless gewgaws, mostly, handfuls of intestinal cabling, chunks of technology ripped from rune-daubed panels. He was too distant to make out the blocky shape he’d been seeking amongst the haul – that sacred item whose theft he would sooner die than permit – but it was certainly there, in amongst the loot. He could feel it...

He scuttled vertically like some great spider, rising along the filigree of a command tower, blue-black limbs impelled by silent streams of heated air; oozing from his back in shimmering ribbons. A single bound – legs pulled up close to his...
Haunted by their comrade’s dying shrieks, any vestiges of an orderly retreat were extinguished. Fighting to flee whatever nightmare stalked them, they barely noticed that they were separating out, losing their way. He picked them off one by one with impunity – these panicking fools, these nothing-men – eagerly acquainting them with the force of his anger. They had stolen it. Stolen from him.

He cut them and gloried in their screams. He prolonged their punishments with musical control: a chorus of shrieks to further horrify their comrades. Some he toyed with, slashing sinews and joints; others he ripped apart, snatchling up their heads in razor claws and pitching them at the survivors, knocking them down like players in some grisly sport. He was a whirlwind of vengeance, a dervish-fury that cut through the scum with the contempt their theft deserved.

Unseen, unheard, he sculpted their fears and stoked their imaginations. With no idea what monster was amongst them their minds conjured possibilities more horrific than even he could hope to inflict.

And then only three remained – those that had kept their senses about them – and he clawed his way along the outcroppings of a shattered bulkhead to watch them from above, to decide how they would die.

Two were the litter carriers, he saw, still struggling to bear their plunder. The third – a larger figure with a malformed bulge on his shoulders – guided them, his gun trained on their... a spiral dissected by a stylised bolt of lightning – shimmered at the centre of his forehead: a crude symbol of authority.

A leader, then. Some avarice-riddled fool, more intent on preserving the fortune he’d looted than on preserving his own life. The hunter hissed to himself, happy to oblige.

He cast his nocturnal gaze through the morass of broken hullplates and smoking wreckage, sighting along the path his prey were taking, pondering the possibilities of an ambush. And then panic assailed him.

From here the full extent of the massive vessel’s calamitous impact was clear to see. At its beak-like prow, now blunted and...
Blood geysered across virgin snow and the stretcher collapsed to the floor, stolen treasures tumbling across the frost. Behind the man, steam rising from leering grille-ventilator, the hunter hissed and brandished the severed arm. He relished the growing fear, exulting in the horror written across these two fools’ faces. The merest shrug and the first’s heart was punctured, ribs incised like butter. The other ran; blindly, stupidly, away from the crater edge and into heavy snow, stumbling on a drift. The hunter hopped, vulture-like, onto his back, claws plucking at his flesh, and placed a taloned foot upon his head. There was something pleasantly percussive in the crackling that followed.

Above him, beyond the caldera of the crash site, the transport pulled away. The hunter tensed to pursue – the stimm boiling in his blood; crying out for more carnage, more terminal justice for the insult of the theft – but paused to … snow between its bearers’ bodies – and he could not simply leave it where it lay on the flimsy promise of one last kill.

Breathing heavily, trying his best to regain calmness in spite of the stimm, he turned to the discarded loot and began to search. The claws of his fists – sabre-like protrusions … with increasing frustration. His search intensified: overturning crates, emptying priceless baubles and ancient technologies across the ice, breath accelerating with each moment.

The suspicion stole over him by degrees – a protracted wave of horror and shame – and he suppressed it over and over, pushing it down into his guts.

He couldn’t fool himself forever.

‘No!’ he roared, claws snickering from their sockets like lightning, slicing through crates and gunmetal barrels, weaving a
flickering storm across snow and earth. ‘It’s not here! It’s not here!’

The quickening effects of the stimm lasted half an hour, and when his rages and screams were all spent, when the bodies of the men he’d killed could be diced no further, when his claws steamed with bloody red vapour, when finally his mind cleared of the drughaze and began – at last – to awaken fully, only then did he think of the thieves’ leader. The one that he had allowed to escape. The hunchback.

Or perhaps not a hunchback at all. Perhaps a man carrying a package securely beneath his furs, strapped across his broad shoulders.

Cheated, the hunter slumped to the snow and breathed icy air. Recollections filtered into him, delayed consciousness worked its bitter way through the dying embers of the rage, and piece by piece he accumulated the fragments of who he was. This second stirring, this fattening package of personality and past, stole over him in quiet degrees: a far more human awakening than the first.

His name was Zso Sahaal, the Talonmaster, the heir to the Corona Nox, and he had rescinded his humanity a long time before.

Memories assailed him: fragmentary and nonsensical. He gripped them as they rushed by, struggling to remember.

There had been a death.
That was how it began: an assassination and a power vacuum.
He remembered the promise that had been made to him: the legacy he was granted, the sacred vows he swore. He’d accepted a holy duty without hesitation, and at the moment of his ascension had stretched out a willing hand to receive it.
The Corona Nox had been his. Briefly.
There had been complications. There had been interventions. Alien interventions.
He remembered, through the riot of chattering bolters and screaming voices, in the rush of a psychic storm, the xenos. He remembered the pain and the confusion. He remembered the burning enemy, that brittle fiend, bright helm arched and antlered, staff banishing every shadow to extinction.

He remembered fleeing. He remembered the trap. He remembered the fissure in the fabric of nothing, sucking him down, swallowing him whole.
He had been caged within a timeless prison, and without hope of escape he had emptied his mind and slept. He’d stumbled through endless dreams, grappled with nightmares, and – and had awoken to discover the Corona gone.
The leader, yes. The so-called hunchback. He had taken it.

AN HOUR LATER, Zso Sahaal stood at the edge of the wreckage and regarded his vessel, the Umbrea Insidior, with a wistful eye.
The last time he’d admired her exterior had been from the cramped cockpit of a shuttle, rising towards her from the surface of Tsagualsa, on the eve of his final mission. Even then, gnawed at by impatience, he’d paused to admire her savage form. Artfully decorated in banks of ebony and blue, picked-through with bronze, her towers and minarets endowed upon her an almost ornate fragility.
It was, of course, an illusion.
Vulture-beaked and weapon-pocked, her generariums hulked from her stern like the head of a mallet, cannons decorating the hammer’s grip with all the organic tenacity of barnacles upon a whale. Here and there her changing fortunes were transcribed in scars and healed abrasions; all the arts of the Adeptus Mechanicus focused upon improvement, strength, power. More obvious still were the revisions to her structure... her iron snout, stylised arcs of gauss lightning painted in harsh whorls across the darkness of her intricate surfaces.
She had been a strike cruiser, once. Fast and vicious, a fitting chariot for the mission he’d boarded her to fulfil. A vessel worthy of his captaincy.
And now?
Now she was a broken hag. Crooked ribs slumped from fractured expanses. Crevices gaped like whip-wounds where conflicting pressures had buckled and pierced her hull. Her great spine was broken, crumpled across half a kilometre of
familiar stock, its elaborately decorated chambers and skullmouthed barrel, he found himself wishing that they had found it, that they’d stolen it in exchange for the one item that he could not abide to lose – the very item that had been taken.

It was an impressive weapon, certainly, and he’d maintained it with the respect its magnificence demanded. It had been a gift from his master, and such was his devotion that had it been a knife or a book or a lump of rock, he would have cherished it with an equal fervour. But still, but still…

Like any gun, like any crude projectile-vomiting apparatus, he thought it a clumsy tool: a thing of noise and desperation, of smoke and flame. For all its complexity, for all the care and artistry lavished upon it, it would never rival the purity of a blade.

It would never be as vital to him as the Corona Nox. Into the crate it went, and along with a scattering of what random munitions and grenades he could find, and a rack of fuelcells for his armour, he took just one last item: a... loaded carefully between layers of foam, acknowledging that sometimes the precision of a blade would never be enough.

The crate hissed as he depressed its sealing rune, and as he gripped its iron handle he reflected that in another time such an ignoble thing as carrying luggage would have been unthinkable; the remit of the numberless slaves that tended to his every desire.

How the mighty are fallen...

There were more important things to consider. Priorities.

Pursuits.

There were no other survivors – of that he was certain. His inspection of the central corridors revealed nothing but dry bones and ancient fabrics: all that remained of the vassals that had crewed this once-proud ship. Now all as dead as she, and for a good deal longer. Sifting through storerooms, kicking aside mournful skulls, Sahaal began to wonder just how long had passed since his imprisonment began. Had his servants withered and grown old as he slept, as ageless as gold? Had they fallen to dust and ash around him, mayflies around a statue, or had they perhaps taken their own lives, forgoing the tedium of confinement for a swift, bloody release?

Again, he diverted his wondering mind. There would be time for speculation later, once his prize was reclaimed.

In the end his salvage was little better than had been the thieves’. Into a crate he upended as many ammunition clips as he could find, laying an ornate bolter reverentially on top. The looters had missed it when they’d raided the shattered remains of the armoury; never thinking to prise away the mangled sides of the strongbox at the armoury’s core, where he had placed it.

It was named Mordax Tenebrae – the Dark’s Bite. It had been hand crafted on Nostromo Quintus and was, in any material sense, priceless. As Sahaal ran an eye across its
'We shall be mighty yet,' Sahaal promised, words lost to the driving snow, fist clenched against his heart. Lifting the crate to his side, he set his sights upon the faint shadows of the transporter's tracks, took one last glance at the Umbra Insidior, and leapt into the night.
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